
Transport Planning 



The importance of transport planning 

Transport planning is crucial in planning sustainable developments and ensuring 

accessibility for all individuals. 

In the design phase of all major public amenities require significant 

transportation planning. 

At the planning stage of the following amenities it is important that significant 

planning takes place in relation to transportation. 

-Sporting venues – stadiums 

-Retail parks and shopping centres 

-Residential areas 

-Industrial parks or commercial centres 

In the case of major amenities the production of a transportation plan can be a 

crucial component in providing planning permission. E.g. Ikea store and the 

national children's hospital.  



The importance of transport planning 

-Justify funding 

When for example justifying the expenditure on a new road or a public transport 

service a detailed plan of how this road/service will impact upon the population 

needs to be conducted. 

-Obtain planning permission 

When a large development is being planned one of the key elements in such a 

plan is the traffic impact assessment and the transportation plan for the new site. 

These plans are included in the application for planning permission. 

-Environmental considerations 

It is important that in the transport plan that environmental considerations are 

taken into account.  



Transport and Sustainable Development 

Sustainable development is a socio-ecological process characterised by the 

fulfilment of human needs while maintaining the quality of the natural environment 

indefinitely. 

Road transport now accounts for 21% of Irish CO2 emissions, with road traffic 

rising by around 2% per year. Globally aviation is growing at around 5% per year. 

One of the key elements in sustainable transport planning is to minimise the 

distance individuals have to travel, and if longer distance travel is necessary that 

good public transport links are provided.  

Mixed use developments are often cited as a means to promote sustainable 

developments using several transportation tools. 



Mixed use developments 

These developments have a number of amenities located within the development, 

thereby minimising distance traveled. 

An Irish example of such a development is Adamstown. 

This development was planned with sustainable transport as one of the 

developments key selling points. 

The development is being built with reference to the European Town Centre 

model. This model encourages the development of amenities with residential 

areas. 

This has resulted in the development opening with a rail station, quality bus 

corridor, schools, sports facilities etc.  





Methods of transport planning 

When accessing or planning in transport in an area, one method of accessing the 

potential impacts of traffic is called a traffic impact assessment (TIA). 

Traffic Impact Assessments enable highway authorities and developers to assess 

whether any highway improvements are likely to be required as a result of new or 

modified developments, and, if so, the nature of those improvements. 

A traffic impact analysis is a study which assesses the effects that a particular 

development’s traffic will have on the transportation network in the community. 

These studies vary in their range of detail and complexity depending on the type, 

size and location of the development. 

Traffic impact studies should accompany developments which have the potential 

to impact the transportation network. They are important in assisting public 

agencies in making land use decisions. 



Traffic impact studies help communities to:

• Forecast additional traffic associated with new development, based on accepted 

practices.

• Determine the improvements that are necessary to accommodate the new 

development.

• Assist communities in land use decision making.

• Assist in allocating scarce resources to areas which need improvements

• Identify potential problems with the proposed development which may influence 

the developer’s decision to pursue it.

• Allow the community to assess the impacts that a proposed development may 

have.



• Help to ensure safe and reasonable traffic conditions on streets after the 

development is complete.

• Reduce the negative impacts created by developments by helping to ensure that 

the transportation network can accommodate the development.

• Provide direction to community decision makers and developers of expected 

impacts.

•Protect the substantial community investment in the street system.



Stages in a traffic impact assessment 

Typically the first stage in this process is when a scoping study is conducted. 

The scoping study will seek to answer some of the following questions: 

-Size and description of proposal.

-Description of existing uses of the land.

-Does the development involve relocation of an existing use?

-Are traffic surveys of the existing condition required?

-What is the potential modal split?

-Potential traffic generation from the site.

-Are further traffic generation surveys required?

-What is the rate of traffic growth locally?



-Will the site attract traffic from other adjacent sites?

-What will be the area of impact of the proposal?

-When is the critical time period of assessment?

-What are the assessment years?

-When will the site become fully operational?

-Will adjacent links or junctions become overloaded?

-What level of car-parking provision is required?

-Are there any special circumstances relevant to this proposal?

-Is the development in line with the County Development Plan?

- What improvements/modifications are required for pedestrians,



Stage 2: Trip generation 

Critical junctions will be examined. 



At these critical junctions turning movements and traffic flows are examined. 

The numbers of vehicles at each of the movements will be counted, this will be 

done over specific time periods. 



The results of the traffic counts will have the number of vehicles, vehicle type and 

the movement in question. 



Trip Generation 

The first step is to estimate the peak hour trip rates. This can be done in a number 

of ways. 

It can be done in a number of ways. 

-Extensive surveys can be completed of all individuals in the area 

-Use a series proxies to estimate the trip generation based upon the number and 

square meters of the development 

These figures are applied to the number of individuals in the development 





Trip Generation 

An estimate is made for each element of the development 

Then the total trip generation is calculated 



Parking Availability 

In the proposed development the number of parking spaces must also be 

examined. 

The development will have a specific number of parking spaces allocated based 

upon the types of dwelling. 

These parking standards will vary by the type of dwelling, residential, comercial, 

retail etc. These parking standards also may vary by district. 

As the availability of parking is considered to be a trip attractor this needs to be 

examined. 



Trip Distribution 

Based upon the results of the trip generation stage the total number of trips in the 

network are distributed across the network adjacent to the site.



Trip Assignment 

Refer to the notes on trip assignment for more information on this process. 

A standard trip assignment model (gravity model) is used to assign trips across 

the network. 

Traffic Growth 

An important factor when examining the impact of a new development is to look at 

future traffic growth. 

Growth factors from the National Road Traffic Forecasts (NRTF) are used.  These 

are taken from the national roads authority. 





Traffic Growth 

The growth factor applied is = Future year / Current year

This growth factor is applied to the traffic flows around the proposed new 

development.  

At this stage traffic flows for a number of different years are estimated. 

-Opening year flow 

-Opening year + 5

- Opening year +10 

-Opening year + 15

2014(122)
1.08

2008(113)
=



The final stage of the TIA is to examine the overall impact of the proposed 

development. 

Future growth in traffic levels will be examined focusing upon flows with and 

without the proposed development. The difference between the two will 

demonstrate the overall impact of the new development. 



A number of traffic flow diagrams are required. 

-Trip distribution 

-Trip assignment 

-Background traffic 

-Site traffic 

-Committed development traffic 

-Committed road schemes 

-Opening year with and without development

-Opening year with and without development + 5 years

-Opening year with and without development + 10 years

-Opening year with and without development + 15 years 

Each of these need to be done with AM and PM traffic counts 



Example: 

The following is the flow data on a number of links surrounding a proposed 

business park. 



Example: 

Initially the flow in the early morning peak is as follows. 

The new site opens, and it is estimated that it will attract 1000 trips in the morning 

peak, and 500 will depart. 



Example: 

Therefore the following network diagram could be used to depict the opening 

years traffic. 



Example: 

The traffic on each of the links can be given by the following. 



Example 

You are asked to examine the future 5, 10, 15 year scenarios.  From the National 

Road Traffic Forecasts you are required to calculate the growth rates in each of 

these future years. 



Example 

You are asked to examine the future 5, 10, 15 year scenarios. 



Example 

You are asked to examine the future 5, 10, 15 year scenarios.  From the National 

Road Traffic Forecasts you are required to calculate the growth rates in each of 

these future years. 

The growth factor applied is = Future year / Current year

131
1.1

119

141
1.2

119

149
1.25

119

=

=

=



Example 

Based upon the + 5 year scenario 



Example 

Based upon the + 10 year scenario 



Example 

Based upon the + 15 year scenario 



Example 

The next step is to examine the increases in flows along each of the roads 

examined. 

The table below presents the total link flows. 



Flows on link 2 
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Example 

Consider 

-Capacity on link 1 is 1600 vehicles per hour

-What recommendations would you make based upon these results?  

- How would you suggest the planner alter the plans? 



Junction Performance 

- Determining the impact of the development for all traffic scenarios the capacity 

of all critical junctions in the study area  

-The purpose of this exercise is to identify queues and delays 

-Capacity of is determined by the number of lanes and lane with 

-Typically the max operational capacity of a link is 85% of overall capacity for non-

signalised junctions and 90% for signalised junctions

-Above the values queues become unstable, the lengthen and congestion builds 

-Saturation flow = ration of flow to capacity 



Other modes 

-Examining access through public transport, cycling and walking 

-Frequency and capacity of public transport services 

-Proximity of the development to public transport modes 

-Proximity of cycle lanes 

-Car sharing, pooling and car clubs. 



Format of the TIA report 

Background 

•Description of proposed development

•Identification of peak hours and whether weekends will be used in the impact 

analysis 

•Description of study area 

•Location of proposed Access points 

Base traffic conditions 

•Description of road network and intersections adjacent to site and at access 

points 

•Counts during peak-impact hours

Site traffic generation 

•Trip generation rates used and the source of these rates 

•Traffic generated during peak impact hours 



Site traffic distribution 

•Method used to distribute traffic 

•Table showing estimated traffic movements by direction 

•Discussion of method used for traffic assignment and assumptions for 

assignment of traffic to network 

Non-site traffic predictions 

•Definition of design year—opening of proposed development 

•Identification of development in study area whose traffic is to be included in 

calculations 

•Adjustments of off-site through traffic volumes 

•Assembling of off-site traffic forecast for design year 



Traffic Assignments 

•Assignment of peak-period traffic to intersections and access points

•Figures for existing peak impact traffic hours, site traffic and total traffic 

•Recommended access design improvements 

Review of site plan 

•Parking layout 

•Loading dock locations and access, including design truck used 

•Recommended changes


